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Name / ชื�อ: Lemuel Melvill

Nationality
/ สญัชาต:ิ

South African

My fee per
lesson in
Thai Baht /
ราคาตอ่
คร ั�ง:

700

Subjects I
can teach /
วชิาที�สอน:

English and History

I can teach
in this city
/ สามารถ
สอนไดท้ี�:

Thailand



Write or
paste ad /
เขยีนขอ้มลู
- DON'T
FORGET
YOUR
EMAIL! :

lemuelmelvill@gmail.com  
Dear Sir/Ma’am  

Application - Teacher Lemuel Johannes Vintcent Melvill  

Who am I?  

My name is Lemuel Melvill I’m proudly South African. The most fitting way to describe me would be "vibrant",
"approachable", “Patient” and "curious". I enjoy active outdoor trails as well as sports and music. I have a good
sense of cultural awareness having taught and visited students from across the globe. Simile, just like my vibrant
country I’m adaptable and brimming with zeal for life. As I’m currently traveling internationally I have a passion and
understanding for an alternative and third language, I can appreciate the difficulties that arise when learning a new
language and always attempt to set lessons at your pace. My background in financial planning/couching, and the
need for business English as an international language has inspired my passion for meeting and communicating
with people from all over the world. Adaptable, patient, supportive and engaging. My student's goals are my goals.  

Me as a Teacher  

I have a 160-hour TEFL Diploma (Level 5) which is equivalent to a CELTA-qualification. I have recent debating
tutoring online experience which I facilitate a debate team of students. Through means of interactive debate
classes I find that pupils are able to acquire a high standard of English language - through means of applied
thought and reason. This has helped me to develop lessons and courses that effectively upgrade the student's
English and anticipate the learning difficulties of the student. One of my strengths is the ability to listen attentively
to the student's specific needs and create a plan for them to achieve their desired goals. Every goal will be
measurable. I am also a expert at Business English as I come from a cooperate background in which high-end
business terminology is a necessity. My knack for asking relevant and thought-provoking questions in the
classroom will challenge you to think in a deeper way. Every student will feel unique and special in my class.  

My lessons & teaching style  

The methodology I mainly use is called Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT). This method is effective for
stimulating creative and critical thinking by giving the student relevant tasks to complete in the class. I teach within
the context of a highly engaging conversation. There is minimal interruption in my classes. I am able to adapt my
teaching style to the specific needs of the students. All vocabulary and grammar points will be plugged into a
relevant context for effective learning. 

My teaching material  
• PDF file 
• Flashcards  
• Current themed debate subjects  
• Critical thinking 
• Image files  
• Text Documents  
• Presentation slides/PPT  
• Audio files  
• Video files
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